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GROUP REPRESENTATIONS ON HILBERT SPACES
DEFINED IN TERMS OF 36-COHOMOLOGY

ON THE SILOV BOUNDARY OF A
SIEGEL DOMAIN

H. Rossi AND M. VERGNE

Let Q be a O-valued quadratic form on Cm. Let N(Q)
be the 2-step nilpotent group defined on Rn X Cm by the group
law

(x, u)-(x'f u') = (x + %' + 2 Im Q(u, u'),u + u') .

Then N(Q) has a faithful representation as a group of
complex affine transformations of Cn+m as follows:

g>(z, u) = (z + Xo) + ί(2Q(u, u0) + Q(u, u0), uQ + u0) ,

where g = (xQ, u0). The orbit of the origin is the surface

Σ = {{z, u) e Cn+m; Imz = Q{u, u)}.

This surface is of the type introduced in [11], and has
an induced ^-complex (as described in that paper) which is,
roughly speaking, the residual part (along Σ) of the ^-complex
on Cn+m. Since the action of N(Q) is complex analytic, it
lifts to an action on the spaces Eq of this complex which
commutes with db. Since the action of N(Q) is by translations,
the ordinary Euclidean inner product on Cn+m is N(Q)-
invariant, and thus N(Q) acts unitarily in the ZAmetrics on
C?(E<) defined by

^ [ Σ\aj\HV

where dV is ordinary Lebesgue surface measure. In this
way we obtain unitary representations pq of N(Q) on the
square-integrable cohomology spaces Hq(E) of the induced db-
complex.

These are generalizations of the so-called Fock or Segal-Bargmann
representations [2, 4, 10, 13], and the representations studied by
Carmona [3]. In this paper, we explicitly determine these represen-
tations and exhibit operators which intertwine the ρq with certain
direct integrals of the Fock representations.

This is accomplished by means of a generalized Paley-Wiener
theorem arising out of Fourier-Laplace transformation in the x (Re z)
variable. Let us describe this result. For ξ e Bn% let Qξ(u, v) =
<ί, Q(w, v)). Let Hq(ξ) be the square-integrable cohomology of the
3-complex on Cm relative to the norm
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194 H. ROSSI AND M. VERGNE

Let Uq = {ξ e Rn*\ the quadratic form Qξ has q negative and n — q
positive eigenvalues}. Let U — \JUq.

THEOREM. For ξeU, Hq(ξ) Φ {0} if and only if ζe Uq. In
particular the fibration Hg(ζ) —+ζ is a (locally trivial) Hilbert fibration
on Uq^ and the following result holds\

THEOREM. Let Hq(F) be the space of square-integrable sections
of the fibration Hq(ζ) —» ξ over Uq. Then the Fourier-Laplace trans-
form, defined for functions by

ά(ξ, u) = \aΣ(x + iQ(u, u), u)e~ί<ξ'x+iQ{u'u)>dx

induces an isometry of Hq(E) with Hq(F).

Furthermore, this transform followed by a suitable variable
change (in Cm, dependent on ξ) is the sought-for intertwining operator.

2* A Paley-Wiener theorem for 9δ-cohomology on certain
homogeneous surfaces. Let Q be a nondegenerate C%-valued hermitian
form defined on Cm. That Q is nondegenerate means that the only
solution of

Q(u, v) = 0 for all ueCm

is v = 0. Equivalently, there is a ζ e Rn* sudh that the C-valued form

(2.1) Qξ(u, v) = (ξ, Q(u, v))

is nondegenerate. Given such a Q we introduce the real submanifold
of Cn+m:

(2.2) Σ = Σ(Q) = {(z, u) e Cn+m; lmz = Q(u, u)} .

Let N(Q) be the 2-step nilpotent group defined on Rn x Cm by the
group law

(2.3) (xf u)-(x', uf) = (x + x1 + 2 Im Q(u, u'\ u + u') .

Then N(Q) has a faithful realization in the group of complex afϊine
transformations of Cn+m as follows

(2.4) (z, u) —°i^U (z + χ0 + i(2Q(u, u0) + Q(u0, u0)), u + u0) ,

so that Σ is the orbit of 0. The correspondence N(Q) —* Σ given by
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g —> g-0, (x, u) —> (x + iQ(u, v), u), is a diffeomorphism, and in certain
contexts we may identify N(Q) with Σ under this correspondence.
If we let dx, du represent Lebesgue measure in Rn, Cm, then dxdu
is the Haar measure of N(Q). We shall return, in §4, to the study
of representations of N(Q) connected with its realization as Σ; in
this and the next section we shall carry out the relevant analysis.

Σ is a surface of the type studied in [11], Chapter I, (with
V = {0}). Here we shall summarize the relevant results in that paper.

Let A —* Σ be the complex vector bundle of antiholomorphic
tangent vectors along Σ, and Eq = ΛqA* the bundle of g-forms on
A. For V-+Σ any vector bundle we shall let C°°(V) represent the
sheaf of C00 sections of V. Let db: C~{Eq)-*C~{Eq+1) be the differential
operator induced (as in [10]) by exterior differentiation. The complex
(Eq, db) is referred to as the decomplex on Σ.

We can make this complex explicit as follows. Let zl9 , zk9 ,
zn9 u19 •• 9uaf , um be coordinates for Cn x Cm. Then, the (restric-
tions of the) forms 'dUa,9 1 ^ a ^ m form a basis for E1. The dual
vectors Ua, 1 ^ a rgj m giving a basis for A are as follows:

(2.5) Ua = + i Σ Qt(M, ^ ) ^
oua k dxk

where Qk = 2;fcoQ and {Ĵ α} is the basis of Cm dual to the coordinates
ua.

Then Eq has as basis the forms {dΰτ; I = (ix, , ig), with ^ <
• < ίq}. Any g-f orm is written

(2.6) ω = Σ ' αzd%i ,

where 2" refers to summation only over those g-tuples in increasing
order. If J is an arbitrary g-tuple, [J] will refer to the same g-tuple
written in increasing order, and Sj is the sign of the permutation
J~*[J], We define the coefficients a,j of ω for unordered g-tuples
by dj = ejdiji. Now, in this notation we have

_ m

dbo) = Σ ' Σ Ua{aI)dΰa A dΰj
\I\ = q a=l

(2.7)
Σ [Σ

\J\ = q + l \a=l

where εf = 0 if al Φ J set theoretically, and ef == eaI otherwise.
Now, we turn to Rn* x Cm. We shall refer to the coordinate

of R%* by ξ. Let Au be the vector bundle on Rn* x Cm of anti-
holomorphic vector fields along the Cw-leaves: the leaves ξ = constant.
Let Fq be the vector bundle of g-forms on Au, and du: C°°(Fq) —•
C°°(Fq+1) the differential operator induced by exterior differentiation.
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We make this complex explicit as follows. Let ζlf , ξn, u19 •••,%»
be coordinates in Rn* x Cm. Then, with the same conventions as
above, F9 has the basis {dΰj , I — (i l f , iq), ix < < iq} and any
ωeC°°{Fq) has the form

(2.8) ω = Σ ' Φidΰj .
\I\=q

We have

(2.9) d% ^
\I\ = q α=l 9 ^ α

We now bring in Lemma I. 3.2 of [11] which relates these two
complexes.

2.10. DEFINITION. Let π: Rn x Cm—>Rn(π:Rn* x Cm~+Rnή be
the projection on the first factor. Let C?(Eq)(Cs°(F9)) be the set of
ω G C^iE^i&iF*)) such that π(support of ω) is relatively compact. For
ω = Σ'aIdΰI e C™(Eq), define ώ e C°°(Fq) by Σ'ajdul9 where, for functions

(2.11) α(£, %) - ( φ + iQ(w, u), u)e- i<e'*+i<?u>%)>cte

where ^ is the partial (in the cc-variables) Fourier transform.

2.12. LEMMA (See 1.3.2 of [11].) (9δωf = duω.

Here we shall introduce inner products of the spaces Cco{Eq),
C°°(Fq). (Although the expressions we use to define norms could be
infinite, by completion we shall mean in the following, the completion
of the space of norm-finite forms.) First, we consider Cm* as endowed
with the standard hermitian inner product in which the set of vectors
{(0, , 1, , 0)} is orthonormal. Let ul9 , um be an orthonormal
basis of Cm*; we shall call {ul9 , um} an orthonormal coordinate
set. The following definitions are independent of such a choice of
orthonormal coordinate set.

2.13. DEFINITION. For ω = Σ'ajdΰx in C°°(Eq), define

I JI

For ω = Σ'φMi in C°°(Fq), define

Σ (
I jRn*XCm
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2.14. LEMMA. If ωeC~(Eq), we have ώeC°°(Fq) and | |ώ| |J =

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Plancherel
formula.

The following formalism (which is fairly standard; see [5, 8])
developing the ZΛcohomology associated to the complex applies equally
well to either complex. We shall make our definitions for a complex
(Gq, d) which refers to either one of the given complexes. In the
sequel we shall distinguish between them by a subscript (b or u).

2.15. DEFINITION. The formal adjoint #: C°°(G9) -- C^G*"1) is
that differential operator defined by the equation

(da, ώ) — (a, &ω) (for all a of compact support) .

We can find the expression for ϋ by integrating by parts. For
example, on Eq it is given by

(2.16) άb(Σ'ajdΰi) = Σ ' ( Σ Ua(aJ))dΰj .

2.17. DEFINITION. Let Lq be the Hubert space completion of
(the norm finite ω in) C™(Gq). Define the W-norm on C™(Gq) by

W\ω) =W(ω, ω) = | | ω | | 2 + | |3ω| | 2 + | | # ω | | 2 .

Let Wq be the Hubert space completion of C^(Gq) in the W-noΐm.
Notice that 3: Co(Gq) -> Lq+\ ?̂: Co°°(Gg) -> Lq~ι extend continuously

to Wq. We shall denote their extensions by the same symbols.

2.18. LEMMA. If ωe C~(Gq) and W2(ω) < co, then ω e Wq.

Proof. We must show that ω is approximate in the W-noτm
by elements in C™(Gq). Let h e C°°(R) be such that

( i ) 0 ^ h(t) ̂  1 for all t
(ii) h(t) = 1 if t ^ 1/2
(iii) h(t) = 0 if t ^ 1.

Define hu on Rn(Rnή by

K(t) = Ml* 1/2*), teRn(Rnή .

For ωeC°°(Gq), let ωv — hv-ω. Since hυ—>1 boundedly, so long as
ωeLq, ωv-+ω in L9, by dominated convergence. Since 3, # involve
no differentiations in ξ, dωv = hjdω, &ωv = hflω. Thus ωv—>ω, dωv—>
dω, &ωv —> #ω in Lq or, what is the same ωv —* ω in Wq.
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2.19. DEFINITION. The gth U-cohomology space of the complex
(Gq, 3) is

Hq(G) = {ωe Wq; dω = &ω = 0} .

2.20 THEOREM. The correspondence o) —• ώ induces an isometry
Hq(E) = Hq(F).

Proof, (i) We first observe that, by Fourier inversion, the
Lemma 2.12 can be worked from F to E. More precisely, let φ =
Σ'φjdΰj e C~(Fq). Define

where, for a function φ,

(2.21) ^ , W)

Then, just as in the proof of Lemma 2.12 (see [11]) we can verify

(2.22) {duφY = dbφ .

(ii) Using the above, we can verify that

(2.23) (άbωΓ = #uω, ω e Co°°(#«) .

For, let us take a e C™(Fq), and let /S = a. Then, by the Plancherel
formula

((tf6ωΓ, a) = (e?δω, /3) = (ω, 36/3) = (ώ, 3βα)

this for all α e C™(FQ), so we must have (&bcoy = ΰ-uώ.
(iii) Let ω e C~{Eq). Then, by (2.23) and Lemma 2.18, ώ e T79(F)r

and W\ώ) = W\ω). Thus the map ω —* ώ extends to an isometry
of TFff(i7) into TF9(F). Since this isometry transports db and ??6 to du

and ??„, it takes Hq(E) into ί ί ^ ί 7 ) .
(iv) this map is surjective. Let ω e Hq(F). Then ω = lim ωv,

ωv e C0°°(FO, with 3wω, — 0, ^tt(yv — 0. By (i), ωv = 5, with (36αv)^ -
d%&>v, (^6^p)" = ^M^^. Since the correspondence ω —> a is isometric in
the PF-norm, the {αj are also Cauchy, so av—>a for some a, and
3&αy -> 0, ^6α:v -> 0. Thus α e Jϊ f f (^), and a = ω.

For the remainder of this and the next section we shall be
concerned with an explicit determination of the spaces Hq{F). First,
we introduced the L2-cohomology along the f fibers of Rn* x Cm, ζ e

Let C«>q represent the space of C°°(0, ^)-forms on Cm. For ξ e Rn%
introduce the f-norm
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I JCm

Now, we can apply the definitions 2.15-2.19 to the 9-complex (C°'q, d)
together with the f-norm. We shall let HQ(ζ) refer to the associated
IΛcohomology space:

(2.24) Hq(ξ) = {ω e Wq(ξ); dω = $ζω = 0}

where W\ is the completion of C°'q in the norm

For ω e Lq(F), ω = ΣtaIdΰ1 define ωξ by fixing ξ:

ωξ{u) — Σfaj(ξf u)dΰj .

Then ωξ is defined and in Lq(ξ) for almost all ξ.

2.25. PROPOSITION. For ω e Hq(F), ωζ e Hq(ξ) for almost all ζ.

Proof. The following facts, for ω e C°°(Fq), are easily verified:

(2.26) II-II-.-SJI-.IIW.
dωξ = (duω)ξ, ^ζωξ = t$uω)ζ .

Since ω e Hq(F), we can find a sequence ωv e C™(Fq) such that ωv —> ω,
duωu —* 0, ϋ%ωu —»0 in Lq(F). Replace {ωj by a subsequence converg-
ing so fast that

Σ \\<»u - ω ^ H l

Σ
Then, for almost all ζ, the series being integrated on the right are
all finite. For such a ξ, we will have the first series telescoping
and the general term of the other series tending to zero. Thus
{ω^ξ} converges with dωV)ξ —> 0, #eα>y>e —• 0 in Lq(ξ). Thus \ιmωVfξ is
in Hq(ξ), but for almost all ξ, lim ωV)? = ω^.

3* Computation of Hp(ζ). First, we summarize the situation
of the preceding section. Q is a nondegenerate O-valued hermitian
form on Cm. For ξ e Bn% we introduce the scalar hermitian form

Qξ(u, v) = <£, Q(u, v)> .
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3.1. DEFINITION. Let U = {ζ e Rn*; Qξ is nondegenerate}.
Our basic hypothesis is that U = 0 in this case Rn* — U has

measure zero. Let < | > represent the Euclidean inner product on
Cm. For ζ e U, define the operator Aξ by

(Aζu I v) = Qξ(u, v) .

Since Qζ is hermitian, Aζ is self-adjoint, so Cm has an orthonormal
basis of eigenvectors of Aζ. If uι = u^ζ), •••, um = um(ζ) are linear
forms dual to such a basis and Xl9 * ,λ m are the corresponding
eigenvalues, we compute that

Qξ(u, v) = ΣX.u.v, .

Now the λi are real and since Q is nondegenerate no Xt is zero.
Reordering, we can find positive numbers μ19 •••, μm such t h a t

(3.2) Qe(u, v) = - Σ t
i=q+l

The number q is determined by Qξ, it is the dimension of a maximal
space to which Qζ restricts as an inner product.

3.3. DEFINITION. Uq = {ζ e U; Qξ has the form (3.2)}.

3.4. PROPOSITION. For each ζ e Uq, we can find an orthonormal
coordinate set for Cm, ul9 , um9 so that (3.2) holds. The correspon-
dence ζ —^(ul9 , um) can be chosen (locally) so as to depend smoothly
on ζ.

The proposition is clear. Now, we shall fix a ξ e Uq, and, to
keep the notation clear we shall suppress reference to this ξ9 denoting

, u) = Σ tfl^iΓ - Σ
1 \τ—q\-l

We will now compute the cohomology spaces Hq(ζ) following the
notation and ideas of Hormander [7].

As in §2, C0'9 is the space of smooth g-forms defined on Cm; C^,
those of compact support. We consider the Hubert space norm on
C°'p, for ω — Σ'a^ΰx

(3.5) l |ω| | 2 = Σ \ \a!\2eφdu .

This expression is valid for ω so represented in terms of any ortho-
normal coordinate set ul9 •••, um. Let, for / a smooth function
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df - -M- df - M-
dUj aUj

(3.6) 0,/ = e~%(έ*f) = dόφ f + d,f

Thus,

(3.7) [dj, &„] = 9,Λ - # Λ = d% .

Furthermore, if either / or g is compactly supported

(8.3)

and similarly for the barred operators. Now, for ω = Σ'a1dΰI a g-
form we have

(3.9) dω = Σ ; Σ dάaIdΰύ A dΰj ,

(3.10) ^ω = Σ ' Σ ^ ( ^ i ¥ %

where ?? is the formal adjoint of 3. (Here the ' refers to the sum-
mation convention introduced in the preceding section.) Finally, we
shall need two fundamental identities. First, if / is smooth and
compactly supported,

(3.11) j I άj \2eφdu ~ \ I dsf \2eφdu + λ, [ \f \2eφdu = 0 .
}cm \cm }cm

This follows from applying (3.8) to (3.7) in its integrated form:

λ, \\f\2eUu = \ph &s]f-fe*du .

By direct computation we obtain, for ω = Σ'ajdΰj e C°0'
p,

\\dω\\>+ | |#ω| | 2

= Σ ' Σ (^j^j

Σ
1,3

Using the above integration-by-parts formula on the first term on
the right, this becomes

(3.12) ||9ω]|2 + |]#ω||2 = Σ ' Σ [idja^eUu - Σ ' Σ λ . \\aίκ\*e*du
I 3 J K j )

(These are respectively the analogues of (2.1.8)' and (2.1.13) of [7].)
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Let c = min | λ* | > 0.

3.13. LEMMA. Let N be the multi index (1, 2, , q). Then, for

ω = τ e C°0'
p, we have

^ Σ/c [\ajr\2eφdu

+ Σ ' ( Σ \\-^ό^i\2eφdu + Σ [idjCbjr^eUu] .

Proof. Let us adopt the notation λ7 = Σie/λ, . Note that for
N, XN - λ7 ^ c > 0. We rewrite (3.12) as

- λ 7(3.14) | |aω||2 + | |#

We treat each term individually.

Σ ί|3, α7| V ^ - λ7

= Σ (|3i ^ - λ7)

Applying (3.11) to the second term (note λ^ = \ + + λg), we
obtain

= Σ yttj 12eUu + Σ

- λ 7 )

+ (λΛr — λ 7 ) 11 α 7
J

If I = N, the first term drops out; otherwise it dominates c\ \aI\
2eφdu.

The lemma is proven.
Now, we recall that Wp is defined as the Hubert space completion

of those ω e C°'p such that

W\ω) = \\ω\ \\#ω\\*

in this W-noτm. Hp = Hp(ξ) = ker 3 Π ker #. The relevance of the
above estimate is that it holds on Wp, because C°0'

p is dense in Wp

as we now prove.

3.15. LEMMA. CJ>P is dense in Wp in the W-norm.

Proof. Let h be as introduced in Lemma 2.18, and let h£u) =
h(\u\l2>). Suppose ωeC°>p has finite TΓ-norm. Let ωu = hu-ω. We
shall show that ωv—*ω in the TF-norm, or, what is the same,
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(3.16) ωv > ω, dω, > dω, ΰωv > &ω .

First of all, since hu—»l boundedly we can conclude that
hu-θ —* θ in L2, for any square integrable form θ. Now, form formulae
(3.9) and (3.10) we easily conclude that

d(h,ω) = hβω + Σ ' -^-aIdΰύ A dΰz

(3.17) ' ' ' * *

= hβω + Y

It remains only to show that the last terms in (3.17) tend to zero
as v —> oo. Each term is a fixed linear combination of terms of the
form (D'hJ)a, where D is a constant coefficient first order operator,
and a is a typical coefficient of ω. Now, the (D hJ) are uniformly
bounded and have disjoint supports, so Σ{D-hv)

2 is bounded. Thus
QΓ^D / ^ l α ] 2 is integrable, so the general term tends to zero in IΛ
Thus the last term in (3.17) tends to zero in L2, so the lemma is
proven.

3.18. THEOREM. (1) For ξ e Uq, we have Hp(ζ) = {0} for p Φ q.
(2) Let ul9 -- ,um he the basis of Cm found in Proposition 3.4, and
let v, = μβlf , vq = μqΰq, vq+ι = μg+1uq+1, - , vm = μmum. Then

H"(ζ) = ]ω = f(v) exp ( - Σ I v, |2)dΰί A • A dΰq ,

(3.19) where f is holomorphic and

\\ω\\2 = 1 -2\\f\2e-ιw2dv < «, I .
(Λl * ' ' /O J ^

Proof. Let ω eHp(ξ), ω = Σ'a^ΰ^ By the preceding lemma
there is a sequence {&>,,} c CJiP such that ωv-^ω in Lp and dωv —> 0,
??(Dv-^0 in Lp. By the estimate in Lemma 3.13 we conclude that,
for o)v = Σ'aI>vdύl9 aIjV —+ aIf and

(a) for IΦ N= {1, •••, q), aτ,v > 0 ,

(b) for j > q, i ^ - > 0 in L\oc ,

(c) for j ^ q, -<L.(eΦaN,v) > 0 in L\oc .

From (a) we conclude that az = 0 for I =£ iV. Thus (1) is proven,
and for - — g, we have α> = αdΰi Λ Λ dΰg where a — lim au with
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in Lioc- Thus f(u) = a(u)exp(Σ?=1 μ2i\ut|
2) is a weak solution of

drf = 0, 1 ^ j ^ q, djf = 0, q + 1 ^ j ^ n .

By the regularity theorem for the Cauchy-Riemann equations, it
follows that / is holomorphic in ΰ19 , ΰq, uq+1, , um and

This is, up to the desired change of variable, what was to be proved.
The preceding results tell us that the fibration Hq{ξ)—+ξ is a

locally trivial bundle of Hubert spaces, with generic fiber naturally
isomorphic to

(3.20) Ho = \fe^(Cm); [ \f{v)\2e'^2dv < oo

We want to observe that Hq(F) is a space of square integrable
sections on Uq of this bundle.

3.21. THEOREM. Let Sq(F) be the space of C°° sections of Fq

over Uq such that, for all ξ e Uq, o)ξ e Hq(ξ) and

(3.22) I M | 2 = ( \\ωξ\\2dξ < - .

Then Hq{F) is the completion of Sq(F) in this norm.

Proof. By (2.26), for such ωeSq(F) we have \\ω\\i = \\ω\\\
d%ω = $uω = 0, and so Sq(F) is isometric to a subspace of Hq(F).
We have to show that Sq(F) is dense.

Let ωeHq(F). By Proposition 2.25, ωξeHq(ζ) for almost all
ξ 6 U, so ω is supported in Uq. Fix ζ0 e Uqf and let N be a neigh-
borhood of <J0 such that we can find smooth functions u^ξ, u\ ,
un(ξ, u) defined on N x Cm such that

(a) for all ζ, u^ξ, u), , un(ξ, u) form an orthonormal coordinate
set for Cm,

(b) Qξ(u, u) = ΣLi μί(ζf I uάξ, u) I2 - ΣΓ=ff+i μλζ)2 i ^(f, u) |2. Let
Ωξ = e x p ( - ΣAμWu^dΰ, A Λ dtfff. Let d(f) = [^(f) μMΓ,
v1 = μβ19 --, vq = μqΰq, vq+1 = /^A+ 1, , vm = /^m^m. Then, for almost
all ξ e N,

ω(ξ, u) = f(ζ, v)Ωξ ,

and
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S Γf 1

NLJC™ ' J

The proof of Theorem 2.26 of [10] applies on the right, to show
that / can be approximated by functions of the form Σf=1 h(ξ)Pk(u),
where lkeC™(N) and Pk is a polynomial.

For such an /, fΩζ is in Sq(F). Thus ω | N is the closure of
Sq(F). Now, if we cover Uq by a locally finite collection of open
sets {JVJ of this type, then for any ω e Hq(F) supported in Nif ω is
in the closure of Sq(F). Let {̂ J be a partition of unity subordinate
to the cover {JVJ. It is easy to verify that, for ω e Hq(F), p^ e
Hq(F) and ω = Σ* i 0 ^ ίn ^ ( ί 7 ) . Since each ^ ω is in the closure
of Sq(F), so also is ω.

4. Representations of N(Q) on Hq(Σ). Recall the group N(Q)
introduced at the beginning of §2 and its action by complex affine
transformations on Cn+m, as given by (2.4). Since Σ is an orbit of
N{Q), and N(Q) preserves the complex structure of Cn+m, it preserves
the induced CJS-structure on Σ. That is, for n e N(Q), the differential
dn preserves the bundle A of holomorphic tangent vectors tangent
to Σ. Since Eq = Λq{A*), there is induced an action of N(Q) on
C°°(Eq) given by

(4.1) (n-ω)(t;p) =

We can make this explicit, referring to the coordinates of §2:

(4.1)' if ω = Σ aτάΰ1 , (n ω)(p) = ΣaI(n"1-p)dΰI

(the reason this is so simple is that the action of N(Q) is by pure
translation). Since N(Q) preserves the measure dxdu on Σ, this
correspondence ω—+n-ω defines an isometry of Lq(Σ), as defined in
(2.13). Clearly db(n ω) = n-dbω, so we also have, since #b is the
formal adjoint of 36, &b(n ω) = n-&bω. Thus the action (4.1) induces
an isometry of TF9 preserving Hq(Σ).

4.2. DEFINITION. Let ̂  denote the unitary representation of
N(Q) on //''(I7) induced by the action (4.1).

Now, we summarize the content of Theorem 3.19 as it applies
to the representation pq. First of all, the correspondence a)—>ώ (as
defined by (2.10) induced an isometry of H\Σ) with Hq(F) (Theorem
2.20), defined in terms of the 3w-complex on Rn* x Cm We shall let
pq represent the transport of pq to Hq(F) via this correspondence.
Explicitly, ρq is induced by this action of N(Q) on C™(Fq):

n-ώ = {n-ωy, neN(Q) .
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Let us explicitly compute pq. For a e C™(E°), and n = (x0, u0) in N(Q),
we have

n-a(x, u) = α(( —&0, — wo)(#> w)) = α ( ^ — #0 — 2 Im ζ)(w0, tt), u — u0) ,

= e-i<e>*o>e-Qξ("o,»o)e*Qς&>*o)ίi(ξ9 u _ U Q ) .

Thus

(4.3)

for w = (x0, u0) and ίo 6 C°°(Fq).
The content of Theorem 3.19 is that Hq{F) can be realized as

the space of square-integrable sections of the Hubert fibration Hq(ζ)—>ξ
over Uq. From (4.3) we see that the action of N(Q) is fiber-preserving.
More precisely, we can freeze ξ in (4.3) and let it define an action
on the space C0>q of g-forms on Cm:

(ρ(ξ)n)ω(u) = β-*<f.aΌ>e-«ί(«o,«o)e-2Qί(«,«o)ω(w _ Uo) .

Since Qξ(u, u0) is holomorphic in u, this action commutes with 3.
This action is isometric in the norm (3.5) (where φ(u) = Qζ(uf u)), so
there is induced an unitary representation p(ζ) of N(Q) on H9(ζ).
Now Theorem 3.19 reads as follows.

4.4. T H E O R E M . p g ~ ρ g ~ \ θ p(ζ)dζ.

Finally, we would like to point out that the representations p(ζ)
are those (in the case n = 1) found by Carmona [3]. They are
irreducible, and we use Theorem 3.16 to see that. The coordinates
î(ί)> ' "t vm(ζ) found in that theorem are the coordinates produced

by Ogden and Vagi [9] in their description of the Plancherel formula
for the groups N(Q). Theorem 3.16 describes the intertwining
operator which intertwines p(ξ) with their representation πξ. We
can generalize their theorem.

4.5. THEOREM. The representation @ρq of N(Q) on Q)Hq(E) is
isometric to a subrepresentation of the left regular representation
on L\N(Q)) in which every irreducible (except for a set of Plancherel
measure zero) occurs with multiplicity one.

In the language of Auslander and Kostant, the vector bundle A
of holomorphic tangent vectors tangent to Σ, arises from a Lie
subalgebra § of μ(Q)c. If g is the center of μ(Q), then f φ !j is a
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polarization at ξ, for all ξ e$*(aμ(Q)*) which is positive if and only
if f e Uo. If ζ e Uq, q Φ 0, then the new coordinates of Theorem 3.16
relate to a positive polarization at ξ, and Theorem 3.16 exhibits the
intertwining operator between the representations corresponding to
these polarizations.
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